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IMPORTANT: The book you are about to read contains information
that is very comprehensive. This is not a novelty book or a satire-based
document. This book includes real specific instructions on how to actually
become a millionaire. The book is intended for people who are serious
about making over a million dollars in the next 12 to 18 months and is
geared for them. If you just downloaded this book for casual reading, that’s
fine, but understand that it is not meant to be entertainment of any kind. It’s
meant for the serious-minded business professionals who will take action
and implement the million dollar strategy contained in this book.
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How to Make $1,000,000
Through You Own Automatic
Small Business!
Introduction
It’s extremely rare that a person is given the opportunity to make
a million dollars. You may say that the opportunity may come
along only once in person’s lifetime. Such an opportunity is now
presented to you in this book that you have downloaded. This is
not some fluff theory or a theoretical thesis on making large sums
of money. This book is the real deal. It actually shows you how
to make a million dollars. Many will open this book, skim through
it, and then set it aside until the time is right for them to read it.
These people are not future millionaires.
A future millionaire will take this book and immediately read it
several times and then take action by executing the plan inside
this book. The good news is that the plan inside this book can be
implemented by anyone, no matter who they are or where they
are as long as they’re committed. It doesn’t require any type of
special knowledge or technical skills to make it work.
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So, if you want to make $1,000,000 online automatically, then
follow the step-by-step instructions in this book in detail.
Believe me this book is for you, if you’re serious about becoming
a millionaire and always wanted to know how.
There are many ways that you can make money on the Web, but
in this book you will see a method that allows you to make
unlimited money automatically.
This method involves using software and platforms that are
available from the following companies. Bluehost, Paypal, ARI,
ADFLY, and AWEBER. You may have heard of some of these
companies and others may be unknown to you.
I will show you how to take advantage of these companies and
their platforms to make unlimited money and even make yourself
a millionaire.
I have used these companies to build a tremendous amount of
wealth for myself and I’m going to show you the exact method I
used and how you can do the same thing.
So, let’s cut to the chase and get started.
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Getting Set Up To Make A Million!
Step 1 - Bluehost:

Bluehost is a hosting company that allows you to get a shared
hosting account for as little as $5.95/mo. for what they call their
“Plus” hosting account. You’re going to need hosting because
you will be putting up landing platforms, sales funnels and
payment processors. Bluehost is by far one of the best hosting
companies and all the software I will tell you about in this book
runs flawlessly on the Bluehost cPanel platform. When you get
your account make sure you ask them to activate your Free SSL
Certificate on your account. You will need it later.
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Don’t worry, you won’t need any technical training or skills to do
this because I’ll show you how to get setup step-by-step.

Make sure you choose the Bluehost “Plus” plan because it is the
best bang for your buck for hosting this program. You can sign up
for your Bluehost account here: Click Here
When you get to the Bluehost home page just click the green “Get
Started Now” button and follow the instructions on the screen.
For your free domain name, choose something short that starts
with “mdp,” like “mdp5784.com,” or “mdp9054.com,” or “mdp”
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and any four digit number and “.com” behind it. Pick a domain
that’s not already taken.
You want to keep it generic because the ARI SB1 Million Dollar
Platform (MDP) is based on sub-directories and this way you can
put up as many sub-directory web sites as you want with different
types of content and not get penalized by Google because your
domain name says one thing and your sites say something else.
Step 2 - Paypal:

The next platform that you will need to set up is Paypal. Paypal
accounts are free. You’ll need to set up a free Paypal business
account. The account is free and it will allow you to receive
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unlimited single, as well as, reoccurring subscription payments
from anywhere in the world that offers Paypal.
Paypal is a popular and proven payment processor that has been
around for a long time and is stable and secure. The payments
you will receive can come from credit cards, regular Paypal
accounts, or business Paypal accounts. It doesn’t matter, but to
receive them all, you must have a Paypal business account.
If you have a regular Paypal account, you can easily set up your
business account. To see how to set up a free Paypal business
account go to this video: Click Here
Step 3 - ARI:
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ARI has the SB1 Million Dollar Platform that we will use to market
and get subscribers. We’ll use the ARI platform as the engine to
drive our million dollar strategy.
Why ARI?
Because ARI is the only business system out there that has
unlimited “First-up” subscription leverage, and that leverage is
needed to make the million dollar plan work. ARI also has
excellent pre-made sales funnels, websites, and college-level
Internet Marketing training. Their products are all digital and they
have great support. Plus an ARI monthly subscription only cost
$29.95 for unlimited use of their platform. To register: Click Here
After you become a member of ARI, your only requirement to be
able to earn money through their platform is that you must give up
the first subscription that you receive to your ARI Sponsor. Every
subscription and payment after that goes to you. This is called
“First-up.” Once you have given your First-up, you are now
cleared to earn unlimited money and you will receive a special
piece of software called the “Qualified Plugin” that plugs into your
ARI platform and allows you to receive unlimited payments from
the program. To understand how First-up subscription leverage
works in ARI, watch this video if you haven’t already: Click Here.
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To get to our $1,000,000 goal we are going to need two more
platforms that will make the earning power of our ARI SB1
platform achieve its maximum potential and go into overdrive to a
million dollars. These final two platforms are called ADFLY and
AWEBER.
Once we have all of our pieces assembled, we will then be ready
to implement our million dollar plan and this strategy will create an
automated system that brings in lots of money each month as we
approach our ultimate goal of one million dollars. The money will
keep increasing and continuously growing. This million dollar
strategy is also taught weekly in the ARI live training classes.
Step 4 - ADFLY:
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If you have never heard of ADFLY, it’s a tremendous URL
shortening service that many people use to monetize the traffic to
their websites and make extra money right from their homes.
ADFLY collects all of this traffic and then sends the Biz Ops, and
Make Money Online (MMO) targeted traffic to your ad, squeeze
page, or landing page. If you are reading this book, the chances
are that you downloaded this book from a squeeze page that you
may have reached through ADFLY or a similar service i.e.UDIMI.
Because ADFLY can send 10s of thousands of people to your
ARI platform landing page each month, you can earn a significant
amount of money automatically from that traffic because the traffic
consists of targeted people who are looking for a way to work
from home, earn extra money, and gain wealth.
Many fortune 500 companies use this same method to bring in
tons of sales for their products and services and it’s very effective.
We will be using ADFLY, ARI and AWEBER to get the traffic, then
process it, and then get the subscriptions we need to get us to our
million dollar goal. ADFLY doesn’t cost anything to join, but you
will have to pay for the monthly campaigns you’ll need to run to
get the subscriptions. So, you will need an ADFLY account. You
can go here to set up your account: Click Here.
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Step 5 - AWEBER:

AWEBER is an auto-responder service that will send special
marketing emails (emails you get from ARI) to people who have
signed into your ARI SB1 platform landing page to watch the
video tutorial. Many people want to see this tutorial, who wouldn’t
want to know how million dollar leverage works?
After they sign into your landing page, AWEBER will keep
sending them marketing emails reminding them of the opportunity
and requesting that they take action to make a million dollars. So,
with many people, it’s a matter of timing. They need to be at a
point in their lives where their daily activities and finances allow
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them enough time and resources to set up and execute this
million dollar strategy.
AWEBER will keep sending them emails explaining more about
the program and why it works. When they are ready, they will get
themselves set up to start earning money. Most of the people
who read this book will not be ready to go immediately, but it is a
certainty that a small percentage of them will get going and
moving toward their million dollar goal at some point. The entire
strategy of the video and this book and the million dollar program
is based on the assumption that only a very small percentage of
people will execute this plan. And, as you will see, with only that
small percentage, you can make over a million dollars
automatically. You will see how it’s done in the sections below.
The follow-up emails that you will need to load into AWEBER are
very compelling and will be given to you with your ARI platform.
An AWEBER account cost $19.95/mo. for 500 subscribers and
$29.95/mo. for 2,000 subscribers. You can start out at the $19.95
level until your subscribers get over 500 and then you can
upgrade to the next level. To sign up for AWEBER: Click Here
After you have all your platforms set up and ready to go, you will
then start to implement the million dollar plan explained below.
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Implementing Your Automatic
Million Dollar Strategy!
Once you join ARI, you will get the SB1 platform by going to your
back office and downloading your SB1 business packages. There
are many products and systems in the back office, but you’ll want
to go to the sidebar and click the SB1 SYS button to reach your
downloads for the million dollar SB1 platform. You will download
all of the packages. Watch this short video: CLICK HERE
SB1 PACKAGE: Landing Page

Click Here for Demo
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You will also receive your copy of the SB1 free give-a-way book
that has MRR rights so you can customize it with your contact
information using MS Word or another document editor. You will
be shown step-by-step exactly how to do everything. Here’s a
picture of the SB1 book (it’s the same book you’re now reading):

The platform consists of a landing page, two video pages, a
registration page, download unit, and your free give-a-way book.
It is a complete “business-in- a-box” platform. AWEBER follow-up
emails will also be a part of your SB1 packages that you
download from your ARI back office. You will be shown how to
customize these emails in AWEBER and put your information on
then so that people will be able to respond back and send their
subscriptions and payments directly to you.
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So How Does This Work?
You may not know this but ADFLY gets millions of visitors every
month and puts up displays ads whenever anyone clicks on any
of their millions of shortened links. When that link is clicked,
people will see your high converting ARI platform landing page for
5 seconds and you will get a chance for them to opt-in and watch
your million dollar leverage video, get their book, and then register
for a subscription to the ARI million dollar SB1 program.
Now, the number of people who will see your specific SB1 landing
page will be in the thousands each month, but the opt-in and
conversion rates are very low. In other words, out of the
thousands of people who see your page, there will be a certain
very small percentage who will opt-in, watch your video, download
your free book, and then subscribe to the program. Those
percentages are small but very steady and represent people who
are extremely interested in becoming millionaires. For example, if
7,000 people see your million dollar landing page on your ARI
platform, about 2%, or .02 will opt-in and watch your video tutorial.
That means about 140 people will watch your video.
However, don’t be concerned about that because the million
dollar strategy is based on getting only a small percentage of
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responses for you to be successful. So if 7,000 people visit your
site and only 2% of them watch your video, that’s 140 people
(7,000 x .02 = 140). Because of the leverage of ARI, it doesn’t
take much to keep moving towards the million dollar mark.
After they have watched your video and downloaded your book,
AWEBER will kick in and start sending out a series of powerful
special marketing emails, reminding past visitors that they
watched the video and downloaded your book because they
wanted to become millionaires to solve their money problems and
enjoy a luxury lifestyle. The constant drip, drip, drip of the
AWEBER marketing emails will get a very small percentage of
those people to subscribe to the ARI million dollar program and
then give you their “First-ups.” So, if 7,000 people see your
landing page, you can expect that .1143% or .001142857 of them
will really want to try to become millionaires. They will read your
free book, understand it, and then join the program. That means
that about 8 new people will register with ARI and start new Firstup payment lines for you each month (7,000 x .001142857 = 8.0).
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If you understand the ARI First-up subscription leverage platform
(watch this video if you haven’t seen it: Click Here), you know
that you only need around 17 active subscription payment lines to
have the potential to make over one million dollars. In fact 17
payment lines can potentially pay you $1,224,000 in 12 to 18
months, because each payment line has the potential to pay out
over $6,000 or more a month (17 x $6,000 x 12 = $1,224,000)
over time. But, because we’re not going to leave anything in your
million dollar strategy to chance, the million dollar plan is
designed to produce over 72 payment lines for you within a 12 to
18 month period. That’s more than enough to give you the
potential of becoming a millionaire many times over. Take a look:
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Let me put this in perspective. Direct mail response rates are a
benchmark in the marketing industry. The response rate on a
direct mail campaign ranges from 4% to 5% per mailing. With this
strategy we are only talking about a response rate at the 2% or
.02 level with only a conversion rate of .1143% or .001142857 for
those who are highly interested. That’s so small it’s 1/10th of 1%.
Think about it, how many chances will you ever have in your life
to really become a millionaire? The potential here is huge and
you must understand that. With your ARI landing page and
leverage platform, you are not asking visitors to buy anything.
You’re only asking them to watch a short video and read. After
all, who doesn’t want to know how to leverage themselves to
become a millionaire? Isn’t that why you watched the video?
There will be a certain amount of people who really have the
desire to make a million dollars and will take action. They’ll
understand this unique opportunity and they will successfully
execute this million dollar plan and reach their goal. This small
percentage of people can make you rich while they themselves
get rich. It’s truly a win-win opportunity. Everybody wins and you
become a millionaire in the process. What’s great here is that you
can get over 7,000 real visitors to your ARI platform page each
month for just around $35. If you wanted to use more powerful
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advertising services, you could try https://mediatraffic.com/,
https://www.rtxplatform.com/, http://www.advertise.com/. These
platforms cost a little more to advertise but give good results as
well. You can also get the same good results from SOLO Ad
Advertising. ARI will show you how to use them in your live
training. Remember, you’re going to be a millionaire, so don’t
sweat the small expenses. After all, you can write everything you
spend on your marketing campaigns right off your taxes. For
good SOLO Ad vendors who you can use to target people looking
for opportunities to create wealth go to https://udimi.com/ .
Sure, a lot of visitors to your ARI platform landing page will leave
after 5 seconds, but there are 10s of thousands of people out
there who want a chance to make a million dollars and will fully
commit to this plan. Those are the people who can make you rich
as they grow rich. It’s a no-brainer, if you want a real shot at
becoming a millionaire, this is your plan.
What happens if one of your lines stop growing? Well, ARI has a
“Locked-in” mechanism in their platform to prevent stoppages.
But, putting that aside, all you would have to do is replace the
stopped line. Remember, the system is designed to create 72
subscription payment lines in 12 to 18 months. You only need to
maintain 17 active lines to get rich.
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Conclusion!
So, all I have to say in closing is, of course there are some risks
involved in any method for making large amounts of money and
this is common in every business. The thing I want you to focus
on most is that there are very few times in a person’s life where
they can really have the opportunity and potential to make a
million dollars. That’s why you need to act now.
You may be saying, “If this plan can make a million dollars, why
isn’t everybody doing it?” The answer is because not very many
people know about this plan or the ARI platform, or Adfly, or even
Udimi. Let’s face it, have you ever heard of ARI before
downloading and reading this book? ARI has been around for
over 3 years now and they have tons of different business
programs, products, platforms, and many members, but you’ve
never heard of them, have you? Now the word is getting out and
it won’t be long before it spreads like wildfire.
Because this book is out there, more and more people will be
using this million dollar strategy to get rich. I hope you are one of
them. That’s why you should execute this plan as fast as possible
because the more people who use this million dollar strategy, the
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harder it will be for you to become a millionaire. Remember,
Facebook started on a bed in a college dorm room, Amazon
started because a guy wanted to get rid of some used books
online. And now, the ARI SB1 platform can be used to make a
million dollars because a guy wanted to show others how million
dollar leverage can work for average people. Don’t miss out!
By the way, anytime you want to discuss this plan or get more
information or assistance in setting it up, my contact information is
directly below. If you need help with Bluehost, Paypal, Adfly, or
Aweber, or Udimi you need to contact those vendors directly.
However, if you need any help whatsoever with the ARI SB1
million dollar platform, you can contact me and I will help you.
May you and your family have the best of success.
MY CONTACT INFORMATION:
Michael Harris
drmehsr@gmail.com
434-489-3542
https://mypaidtoread.com/sb1/registration/index.html
Links you’ll need to get registered and setup:
www.bluehost.com
www.adf.ly
www.paypal.com
www.aweber.com
www.inmotionhosting.com
https://udimi.com/
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ARI REGISTRATION LINK
To Register for the ARI SB1 Million Dollar Platform:

https://mypaidtoread.com/sb1/registration/i
ndex.html

“It Takes Commitment
To Live the Dream”
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Bonus Step - UDIMI:

What are Udimi Solo Ads?
Udimi is a powerful network where owners of large email
marketing lists can sell advertising to individuals seeking to reach
10s of thousands of biz ops, make money online, MLM, direct
sales, and affiliate marketing people. You can make your own ad
or have the owner of the email list make one for you. Once your
ad is made and your email blast is scheduled, the owner of the list
will send your advertising email to their subscribers, which usually
ranges from 8,000 to 50,000 targeted business-minded people.
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What Is a Solo Ad?
"Solo" means “single” or “one.” This means that your ad gets one
mailing that goes out to the owner’s email list (8,000 to 50,000
people). A publisher or list owner (also called, "SOLO Seller" or
“SOLO Vender”) has a list of email addresses that is composed of
their private subscribers and/or prior buyers. You, as an
advertiser, write a sales ad in an email format ("email swipe")
with a link to your webpage. And then a SOLO AD Seller sends
your email ad out to their list of 8,000 to 50,000 people for a fee.
Udimi - How Much Does It Cost You?
Free to sign up, but you make a payment in advance (for each
email campaign you run). You are charged per click for each click
of your link in the email ad that is sent out. You'll only be charged
each time a recipient clicks on the link to open your webpage.
Plus you’ll pay a $3 flat administration fee to the Udimi network
each time you place a solo ad order for a campaign. The typical
fee you will pay a SOLO AD Seller is anywhere from $0.35 to
$0.65 per click. The number of clicks you can buy starts from as
low as 50 and can go up to 1,000 if you’re a really big spender.
So if a seller's fee is $0.50 per click and you want your email ad
link clicked by 100 people to visit your website, it will

be $50. Plus $3 admin fee = $53 in total.
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Why is UDIMI so Powerful for Getting Subscriptions?
The reason why UDIMI is so powerful is because the owners
know their lists, and their lists are specifically targeted to reach
people who are interested in making money online, or starting a
small business, and these people make purchases. The list
owners are laser focused on making you sales/subscriptions
because they know that if you don’t make sales/subscriptions
from their lists, you won’t buy from them again. So, they keep
their lists targeted and current all the times.
By comparison, ADFLY goes out to 10s of thousands of people
also, but these people are not targeted. They are just people that
have expressed some interest in making money, whereas the
SOLO AD Sellers have lists of people who have subscribed to
them, or have bought from them in the past, and they also know
what types of opportunities these people are looking for. The
UDIMI network itself is like the town marshall who makes sure the
SOLO AD Sellers are legit and have real people on their lists, and
keep their list current. UDIMI ensures that you get real clicks from
real people to your website links in your email ad.
To sign up for a UDIMI account, you can go here: Click Here.
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Mandatory Legal Disclaimer:
We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent our ARI products and services and their potential for
income. Earning and/or income statements made by our Company and/or Independent Representatives are
estimates of what you can possibly earn. There is no guarantee that you will make these levels of income or any
income at all, and you accept the risks that the earnings and income statements differ by individual. The examples
are not to be interpreted as any guarantee, promise, representation and/or assurance you will earn any money at all.
We do not purport our business and/or us as being a 'get rich quick scheme'.
As with any business, your results may vary, and will be based on your individual capacity, business experience,
expertise, and level of desire. There are no guarantees, promises, representations and/or assurances concerning the
level of success you may experience. Your level of success in attaining the results claimed depends on the time you
devote to the business, the ideas and techniques mentioned, your execution of those ideas and techniques, your
finances, financial resources you commit, knowledge and various skills, since such skills and factors differ according
to individuals.
Testimonials and examples used in this book are exceptional results, which do not, or may not, apply to the average
person, and are not intended to guarantee, promise, represent and/or assure that anyone will achieve the same or
similar results. We reiterate that each individual’s success depends on his or her background, dedication, desire,
resources, and motivation.
There is no assurance that examples of past earnings can be duplicated in the future. We cannot guarantee your
future results and/or success. There are some unknown risks in business and on the Internet that we cannot foresee,
which can reduce results. We are not responsible for your actions or your results. Any claims made of actual earnings
or examples of actual results can be verified upon request.
The use of our information, products and/or services should be based on your own due diligence, which you
undertake and confirm that you have carried out to your entire satisfaction. You agree that our company (ARI or
ESD), or any ARI consultant, affiliate, sponsor, or member is not liable for any success or failure of your ARI
business, your acts and/or conduct that is directly or indirectly related to the ARI business and/or the purchase and
use of ARI information, products and/or services.

.
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